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ASSESSMENT OF PHYSICAL FITNESS FOR SERVICE 
IN THE BRITISH ARMYl . 

BY 

Colonel A. E. CAMPBELV 
Royal Army MedioaJl Corps 

No discussion of this subject is advisable without some r-eview of the past. 
It is the large scale (now,total) war which produces the time-demand-supply" 
factors which have brought out and may continue to bring out the defects in 
organization and administration of medical assessment. 

BEFORE VVORLD VVAR I 
Prior toVVorld VVar I, recruiting was based on the excess of supply over 

demand. Between 1903 and 1911 rejections were 314'01 per 1,000 recruits 
ex;amined and recruiting staff were experienced, working on a general service' 
standard which in the majority of eases meant the exclusion of active disease. 
There was a follow-up of recruits of questionable quality. Results were seen 
in the high shooting and marching qualities of the British Expeditionary Fon:e 
of. 1914. 

WORLD WAR I 

The first phase of recruiting was .the effort to deal with 500,000 volunteers 
. with the peacetime organization. Results were bad and subsequent discharges 
large although notes and)nstructions for medical examiners were issued. Itis 
doubtful ifthese were even read and in any event an attempt was made to deal 
with too many men too quickly. . 

The second phase was the introduction of categories designated by letters 
and, by the end of 1915, medical boards consisting of a president and three 
or, four members had replaced examination by individual civil medical prac
titioners. In spite of efforts to improve, the problem of the uniform standard. 
remained great and there was much public criticism. In 1916 the system of 

. lettete<;l categories was expanded andsubcategories provided for garrison and 
labour duties.' Ability to march or walk 5 miles was used as 11 standard. 

The third phase Was brought about by (a) the wave of criticism of the man
ner, method, and standard of medical examination and classification which. 
arose in the association with the increa~ingly difficult man-poWer situation, (b) 

JReprinted by kind ~issLon of the Editor from the V.S. Armed. Forces Medical 
Journal. ,,' 

2Professor of Army Health at the Royal Army Medical College, London, England;' 
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A. E: Campbell 383 

a Military Service (Review of Exceptions) Act ofl'arliament, and (c) the 
critical state of the war. Parliamentary debate and examination resulted in 
the reconstruction of the Ministry of National Service and medical examina
tion and re-examination passed to civil control by boards organized on a 
regional basis. On the necessity for a change the official medical historian of 
the time wrote: " . . . most of the trouble arose from the system of requisition 
and calling up of recruits and the ·fraudulent practices to escape military 
service. . . . Whatever else may have aroused popular feeling against the 

• manner in which the Military Service Acts were being applied by the recruiting 
authorities and medical boards, the. methods of categorizing and the impossi
bility of maintaining a definite standatd for each category were probably the 
chief cause of discontent." Official investigation showed that the margin of 
error in classification was not more than '0'5 per cent of the total number of 
recruits classified and· the impression was that the defects of the system 
and methods of medical assessment were accentuated if not exaggerated 
by the extreme pressure of circumstances and a vociferous minority of difficult 
cases. 

Asa final development recruits were pl~ed in three grades. In Grade I 
were the men who hid attained a normal standard of health and strength, 
were capable of enduringexertion suitable to their 'age, and were free from 
serious organic disease ()r deformity. Absence of disease and ability to withstand 
strain became. standards of a~sesslIlent. In Grade II were men able to stand 
-a fair amount of physical strain and likely to improve under trainipg. InGrade 
. HI were men unlikely to be fit, for combatant service and suffering from defects 
or disabilities, the older men, and Sedentary workers. History records that 
labourers might be placedin this group. r<,' 1 D L,:: I ,. A.la -

Certain disease and conditions received historical mention having presum
ably been of sufficient importance or difficulty to the recruiting processes.W,hen 
individual examiners were at work, hernia, varicose veins, . defective vision, 
dental conditions, middle-ear disease, "debility" and old age were mentioned 
as causes of rejection, revealing the fallibility of the initial examination. 
Absence of. reference to "pervous disorders" is interesting. Later in the war 
a special review board rejected men already accepted, principally because of 
nervous disorders, tuberculosis of the lungs, and heart disease. A final review 
of experience referred to the importance of dentistry, the significance of cardiac 
symptoms, and the introduction of lower visual standards .• 

INTER-WAR PERIOD 

Recruiting for the Regular Army continued on conventional lines, the 
rejection rate being even higher than the pre-war rate.. The general service 
standard of fitness continued but anew mechanized class was separated from 
the "Horse and Foot" class and allowances were made for it. Considerable 
work was done in the enlistment of sub-standard recruits as special cases and 
their improvement by graduated training. This work in the assessment a.nd 
treatment of remediable defects was the foreruriner of that of the Physical 
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384 Assessment of Physical Fitness tor Service in the British Army 

Devdopmerit Centres of World War.Jwhich clidso niuch to increase physical .. 
efficiency in the wartime Army .. 

WORLD WAR. II 
.,The Ministry of Labour and the National Servic~ Medical Boards were at 

w()rk assessing men in one of four grades approximating those of World War I. 
Normally men initially in Grade IUwere not inducted in the Army. Theterm 
constitution appeared as . one of four charaCteristics for .assessment, the others 
being ability tomarch, visual acuity, and keenness of hearing. There was no 
attempt at close definition of what was meant by "constitution," but it~was' 
described as freedom from ~organic disease, soundness of heart and lungs,and 
adequate mental aIld nilis.clllar development combining to producs: in a soldier. 
those qualities whieh woulden:iblehim to withstand severe strain. Ability to 
niarchwas to be assessed oh' defects of locomotion not of structure. 

. The lettered categ~ries were .allot.tedby the' Army .authorities and corres
p<mded generally with the original grades, i.e. A= Grade I = general service; B=. 
Grade II=restricted service; G=Grade UI=serviceat home ... It was necessary to 
e}Cflress the other characteristics and. this was done.· by adding figures to tlJ.ese 
leit~rs to express locomotor. visual, or hearing defects. Increasing man-power 
strmg~ncy,theell1ployment oflarge numbers of more fit men in technical duties 
for. whichthey~ere trq.ined necessitated closer definition of defects influencing. 
e.mployment of the kss. fit. Men of 4; years and over had X added to their " 
categQry between letter .and. number and limitation to temperature climates 
caused tlleadditionoLN.T.(non-tropical) after the figure of the medical 
category. 

New DevelopmcJ1.ts.""7 The tillle of maximumcriticisrn may not be th(! period 
of maximuIll inefficltmcy .. '. InWorJd·War 1 changes. in the process ofassess~ 
ment of fitness occurred at.a time whenman:power and general military coridi~ 

. tions were <;:ritical. In World War. n pressure of critidsm arose from two new 
, quarters both concerned with the mental side of human activity, 

In 1942' a ·personnel selection .procedure was introduced., .•. Any .deficiel1cy 
in-physical assessment was. likely to be revealed by this procedure and partic~
lady so in the. stages of its, development and· the application. of "press button" 
recording and sorting .. :eor the first time, however, a full and comprehensive· 
study of the soldier's' work was undertakena.nd assessment of physical fitness 
consequently began to take proper place as a stage in the employment of mim
power, and the>make-up of an Army. Pressure of criticism also came from the 

/ 

.. psychiatrists. fThe eXi,stin.g> system of categorization did not in, its:l£ . indicate. 
a person' smertral or ernotlOnal. make~up and the. war was .not long 11). progress 

! before the wastage fiom·assessed psychi2£icdisabilities sugg~stedthe need for 
more accurate definition of these f.actors. c I ...... ." 

The British War Office wasacqu;iiritedt ,with work being done in Canada; 
which resulted ,. in, the introduction of the PULHEMS system. in 1943; . Both 
medical and personnel aspects had been closely studied and selected groups 
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A. E. Campbell 385. 

of Army intake were examined according to the system. All aspect~ of ' the 
problem and the solution suggested by the P([LHEMS system were considered. 
The British Army authorities had earlier decided that it was "both undesirable 
and totally impracticable to introduce a new system once war had started,"! 
Not even such a system as PULHEMS, could alter this decision. 

POST-ARMISTICE DEVELOPMENTS 

In 1946 the devising of a new system of categorization was taken IIp by an 
Int€r-Service CoI1lmittee and the present PULHEEMS. system was officially 
adopted by the Army on April I, 1948. The new. system has also been accepted 
by the Royal Navy, Royal Air Force, and the Ministry of Labour and National 
Service. The title PULHEEMS pays tribute to its origin i~ the Canadian' 
Army PULHEMS sys~etn. The purpose of the system is to assist in assigning 
men to the type of employment for which they are most suited. Early 
emphasis was placed on the necessity for a clear picture of a man's physique 
as. it affected his functional ability as contrasted with the former methods of 
assessment based on a:natomic abnormalities." , 

The qllalities contributing to the final assessIhent _were essentially the same 
as in PVLHEMS: E. E.representing the need. for Royal Navy and Royal Air 
Force forstatemeht for many of their tradesmen of the precise degree of visual 
acuity in each eye.' . 

The degrees of fitness were in general in accordance with the following 
table which also shows. their relation to climatic restriction. 

Degree 
1 
2 

,3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
S 

Functional efficiency Climatic restrictions 
Above average } 
Average . None 
Moderate functional defect .... 

. AsP}' '} 
As P 2 . . . .' Service in temperate climate only 
AsP 3 

. Marked fllnctional defect Service in United Kingdom only 
Unfit for. military service on . 

existing standards. 

This table is ah oversimplification and it is necessary to study each "qualiiy" in more 
detail. 

p (Physicalcapacity).~Factol\'l to be oonsidered. are age, b;uiId, strength, stamina 
and resistance to exposure. All degrees from 1 to Scan he assessed. 

U (Upper liffibs).-Strength, range of movement, and general efficiency of upper 
arms, shoulder girdle, and neck are to pe considered. In the case of asses'sment 
of both upper and lower .Iimbfunctions, anypathologic conditiqn will have a 
general constitutional effect and. there is no need for specific climatic limitation 
and, therefore, for the use of degrees 4,$, 6 under qualities U and L. The same 

. considerations apply to H.' . 

lFletcher, R.T.: PULHEEMS a new system cif medi~aJ ·classification:. Brit. M,J:, 1, 
S3~SS,Tari. 15, 19.49. 

26 . 
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386 Assessment of Physica~ Fitness for Service in the British Army. 

L (Lower limbs).-The factors· to be considered in assessment of degrees 1, 2, 3?7, 
and 8 are strength, range of movement, and efficiency of feet, legs, pelvic girdle, 
lower back. '. ' . 

H (Hearing).-A simple assessment 0.£ auditory acuity is supplemented by a guide 
to the effect of eaT condidons on the quality P. . 

E E (Eyesight).~Uncorrected wsion is. da,ssified in all degrees 1 to 8 together' with 
correetedvision in each eye separately. . . 

M (Mental capadty).-This quality is best assessed by the practical method of 
finding whether the man is able to urid~rstand h~s duties as a soldier; As such 
a meij;tod 0.£ assessment involving trial and error would be wasteful, the soldier's 
"NI" assess~ent must be. judged by consideration of: (a) his selection test results, 
(b) his recorrd df school and of occupational progress, and (e) theimpression- he 
gives on personal interview . 

. S (Emotional stability).-The introduction. of thi,s quality into assessment practice 
anq even more,. its. expression in degree was' regarded doubtfully by. many 
iriterested parties .. This doubt found expression in the short-lived restriction on 
the recording of the S degree to medical documents. . 

On the assessments of both' M and S qualities there is special limitation 

not £ound with other, qualities. Degree I implies functional efficiency above 
average which it was considered extremely difficult to . assess. This degree, 
therefore, is 'not used and.2 under M and S indicates. normal or above. In M 
assessment there is no climatic limitation and degrees 4, 5,and 6 are npt used 
therefore. The Squality has an effect on dimatic.restriction but as limitation 
to a temperature climate on this account is unlikely to be compatible with a 
combatant role, degrees 4 and 5 are not used. Applicable degrees of qualities 
are shown in Table r. 

TABLE L-ApPLICABLE DEGREES 01' QUALITIES 

I Pjul L rH r E I~ MI s . 
I Degrees . . 

111111 .................................. .. 
2 2 2 2 222 2 
33333333 
4 _~ __ ~~___ 4 A _-----
5" 5 5 .................................. .. I 6 :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 6 6 ,'6 

1

77 7 7 7 7 7 7 . 

~~~~-~~~~~-
*Unfit. 

Functional Interpretation of Degrees of Each Quality;-',-Up to this point 
the discussion of the new system h.as tended to be at committee level far 
removed from the medical officer and his "case." To .aid him a tabular guide 
shqws 31 combinations of quality and degree. Little need be said about 
degrees 4, 5, 6 . (climatic restrictions). Uis related ioweapon .handling <J,nq L 
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A. E. Camp bell 387 

to marching (5 miles being the standard at different speeds) and standing (for 
two hours). Little is said onR and for E E standard which can be memorized 
are· given for all degrees. Intelligence, once assessed, remainsa. constant 
factor arid the separation is into those fit for full cOlnbat duty and specialist 
tra:i't1ing~ those fit for lmskilled labour, and those of low mental capacity and 
unfit to bear arms. ' 

, .. 
The "S" quality calls for assessment of those (a) fit for full combatant duty 

anywhere, (~) with a history of emotional instability but fit for anon-fighting 
· role anywhere .. (c) with a history of instability but fit for a non~fighting role ina· 
temperate climate, and (cl) fit to perform Army duties adequately under living 
conditions favourable to. the soldier in the United Kingdom. Much of the 
foregoing)eads .to the assessment of P. Fitness after. training to withstand the 
full straifi:'and fatigue and. exposure of combat duty for long. or short periods 
produ~esan assessment of PI orP2, ForP3 the standard is fitness for ordinary 
work and, therefore, for restricted service only. . 

The Influence of Speciai Conditionso'n Assessment.-The previous section 
deals with concepts and it may well be asked if m.oredetailed guidance related 
to specific disease or conditions is not essential. Official instruction warns the 
medical officer that he must .use his ()w:n,. judgment and consider each case on its 
merits" Lengthy observation (and therefore unemployment) is deprecated in 
minor disabilities and the prospect of useful employment within. temperate 
climate or- United Kingdom restrictions stressed. More' detailed instructions 
linking disease histories to P are given for cardiovascuIar conditions, pleurisy 

· .with effusion, toxic goitre, cervical adenitis, renal ca:Iculus, diabetes mellitus, 
blackwater fever, sprue, heat hyperpyrexia, gastroduodenal disabilities, amPu
tations, skin,ear, nose, throat, and eye diseases, and other morbid conditions, 
andfinaUy problems of women. are' included in a section on gyn<ecologic 

· disorders.. . 

Documentation~-A typical record of~ssessment is shown in T.able n. The 

,--'---

1919* 

Ht.72 
_._--'--------. --' -' ---_. ---' --'----I---·I-~--I 

C.P.t 2 u 
_.-.----.-.-.----...........,.--_._-----

. Wt. 193 L Severepes ca vus with hallux ;rigidis, medical board 4" 1 "44 

I 'Is ,··· .... 1· ~Ir··.·c 
*Year of birtli. 
tColour .petception; ., 
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388 Assessment of Physicaii Fitness for Service in the British Army 

recorded degrees of the various qualities, 3 2 7 2 I r 2 2 in the figure are known 
as the PULHEEMS code number or profile. ' 

Correlation 0fPULHEEMS and Emp·Zoyment.- The standards on which 
a PULHEEMS assessment are based are constant throughout all corps of the 
Army except the women's corps which have a lower standard in P, U, andL. 
Because the functions of the corps vary, it would be uneconomical in man-power 
to require the same minimal PULHEEMS assessment for combatant, lines of 
communication, and base duties in all corps. Minimal requirements by . corps 
and forelllployment wij:hincorps are tabulated in the officialinstructiQns. 
The application of the system is simplified by grouping the PVLHEEMS 
assessment acceptable to each corps for, each area of operations and expressing 
the result in a two-letter code known as a PULH],!:EMS Employment ~tandard 
~~ , 

This code is interpreted as follows: 
·FE (forward everywhere): Employable at full combat duties in any part 

of. the worId. 
FT (forward temperature) : Employable on combat duties in any area in 

temperate climates only. 
LE (linesofcomnlUnication everY'Yhere): Normally employed in lines 

of communicati(:m or base areas in any part of the world but may be employed 
in a forward area in any role which is not primarily a fighting one; 

LT (lines of commuqication temperate); Normally employed in the lines 
of communication or' base areas in t~mperate climates only; but maybe 
employed in a forward area in' any role which is not primarily a fighting' one. 

BE (base everywhere): Employable in the base area only in any part of 
the world. . 

BT (base temperate): Employable in the base area only in· temperate 
climates. '. . 

HO (homeoniy): Employable in .the United' Kingdom only. 

Administrative InstruCtions.-Earlier reference has been made to the 
place of PULHEEMS in theailocation of man-power. A special pamphlet 
is prepared for commanding officers who are informed that all officers should 
take an intelligent interest in the basic principles of the system which in its 
increased accuracy and scope willenimrefuller use of everyone's potentialities .. 

DISCUSSION' . 

It is perhaps unfortunate that the medical assessment ofW orId War f 
should leave behind it a term of()pp~obrium, "C.3." As for the individual 
so also for the system, failure is remetnberedand yet W orId War II opened 
without any revolutionary advance in ;lB'plying clinical appreciation and 
mensuration. There was greater definition.'andmany would say that func~ 
tional considerations were riot neglected in. these definitions; Initial examina
tion by a board was maintained and there does not appear to have been the 
same difficulty as in World War I about the uniform standard. 
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A. E. Camp bell 389 

As was inevitable, there was much reassessment in the service, and some 
criticism of the initial assessment by civilian boards but the small minority 
created and attracted much attention. Of one intake of over 5,000, 92 per 
cent were in category "A" and over 6 per cent. in B.t The efforts to use 
men of low grade of category or physique or stamina bulked large in pro
portion to numbers but pressure 'of man-power shortage was extreme. The 
demand for tradesmen and technicians increased the shortage of men for 
training, say, as infantry, in which good physique was essential. 

The increased literature of mediCal assessment is interesting. The 
pamphlet of medical categories in World War II ran to 18 pages, Canadian 
PULHEMS to 128 plus 43 in tables of classification of Army duties and the 
PULHEEMS Medical ,and Administrative instructions ran to 78. It is, doubt
ful if the necessity for learning any assessment system by ,reading and 
application is thoroughly appreciated. There is also need for knowledge of, 
and balanced sympathy with, the soldier in his work. These are sometimes 
difficult for the young medical officer to acquire; 

It may also be asked if ordinary meClical knowledge is sufficient'to assess 
ability to withstand severe and prolonged strain of exposure, stamina, and 
liability to break down. The obvious negative answer reinforces the need for 
instruction of examining medical officers-a problem for the administrator 
and often an unwelcome imposition on the medical officer of a new attitude 
of mind. Reverting to the medical board and the work of a number of 
doctors whether they be military or civilian, the problem of the uniform 
standard is not necessarily solved by a new method of assessment unless it 
carries the calcu.lation of ability much farther than seems possible at present. 
A review of PULHEEMS shows how often attention is turned back to the 
quality Pso much of which was sought in the assessment of "ability to with-
strain" in World War 1. . 

The need for inclusion of something of the nature of M and S qualities 
of PULHEEMS was undoubted but having qualified to be "qualities" what 
do we read about them? "With regard to M and S, degree 1 implies func
tional efficiency 'above average' which it is considered extremely difficult to 
assess; thus degree 2 under these qualities indicates normal or better."l The 

. medical examiner in search of' assistance may well ask if assessment is made 
any easier by making 1 into 2. There is some encouragement for the medical 
examiner handling difficult human material in the work which continues at 
the user end of the man-power problem into ability required in various 
employments. The association of workers on the various stages of allocation 
of man-power cannot but tend to mutual appreciation of margins of error and 
their reduction. 

. SUMMARY 

The history of the assessment of physical fitness for service in the British 
Army reveals increasingly analysis with some recurrence of problems and 
terms. Jf medical examiners are not born they must be made~to get to 
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390 Assessment of Physioa~ Fitness for Service in the British Army 

know the practice of any system. Recent advances came from the Canadian 
PULHEMS system and, in their British form of PULHEEMS, emphasize 
functional capacity, peg mental factors and are linked to employment 
standards. There seems tobe greater hope of proving norms and estimating 
capabilities if the critical attitude to previous systems continues along with 
the co~operation which produced PULHEEMS. The birth of a system essen
tially the same for Royal Navy, Army, and Air Force is in itself. a notable 
event which may be of historic importance . 

• 
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